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So what should a 

Business User know 

about Machine Learning

in Oracle Analytics?



Let‘s start as always ... with machine learning process

CRISP-DM*

*Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining



Machine Learning in Oracle Analytics

● Complete (more or less) machine learning process cycle
○ Effective data visualization 

○ Self-Service data preparation

○ Self-Service model training and deployment 

● Unsupervised and supervised machine learning
● Possibility to register, evaluate and use external ML models



Typical users * of Oracle Analytics

Business users

Enterprise type of reporting

Predefined dashboarding and reporting

Pixel-perfect

Typical Use Cases

Probably no idea how ML works, maybe some limited 

understanding.

In most cases they are able to define business 

problems and ask questions. They are initiators!

Will wait for results to be presented and interpreted 

by others.

Attitude towards ML 

Effective data visualization

and presentation

Ad-hoc Analytics

Self-service data preparation

Business analysts**

Possibly, have pretty good idea what ML is about 

and how it works.

Good candidates for self-service ML.

Will be able to understand the results and Will use 

results in their projects.

* Developers and administrators excluded
** In ML, also referred as Citizen Data Scientist, a term coined by Gartner, refers to an advanced data analytics professional or data professional who needs or wants to implement machine learning technology.



A tool of choice for Data Scientists*?

No!

Well maybe, if I could 

use some serious ML 

tools and just feed 

the results back into 

Oracle Analytics.

*A data scientist is someone who creates programming code, and combines it with statistical knowledge to create insights from 
data. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_science



Trade-off

Simplicity / Duration
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ML in 

Oracle Analytics

OML

Part of the process happens outside of Oracle 
Analytics (using OML) and ML models are 
registered back into Oracle Analytics

Everything is done 
within Oracle Analytics



Which products/product subcategories 

are most often sold together? 

Which are the biggest opportunities 

for up/cross-sell? 

Can we analyze this by each and every 

store by periods of the day?

Asking the Right Question



The Data We are ready for some 

great predictions. 

We‘ve got all of our data in 

a data warehouse!

No, no, no, no ...



Facts!

Data preparation can take

60– 90 % of total ML project time.

Data quality contributes 75% - 90%
to overall ML project success.

Pyle, D, 2003: The handbook of data mining (Data Collection, Preparation, Quality, and Visualization)



Data Collection & Exporatory Data Analysis

Oracle Analytics 

● Data Visualizations: 
○ Correlation Matrix

○ Trendline (regression)

○ Boxplot ...

● Explain, Autoinsights

Zeppelin Notebooks

● SQL, PL/SQL and Python for data wrangling

● SQL/Python Statistical Functions

● Visualizations



Things to consider

● Missing Values and Outliers
● Standardisation/Normalization
● Handling categorical values
● Dealing with correlations in data
● Transformations

Feature 1 Feature 2 … Feature N Target Don‘t worry, algorithms can 

handle these issues 

automatically



Well yes, ...

Resolving missing 
values issue

Handling Categorical 
Values

Standardization/
Normalisation

Which formula  is used for standardization 

and what are the consequences?
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10𝑘
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′ =
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... but be aware ...



... or consider the following:

● Remove row with missing value or 

● Replace missing value with 
○ generic constant;

○ attribute statistics like average or median;

○ statistic value that belongs to the same specific 
group like customer segment average;

○ the most probable value;

○ a value that retains characteristics of the 
sample, such as variability.

Feature 1 ... Feature y ... Feature N
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Which value should replace 

the missing value?



... correlations won‘t be removed automatically.

Data flows is a self-service tool to perform data preparation!

High correlation identified between two columns



OML: Data Scientist will follow the best practices

● Use SQL and/or Python for required data preparation 
transformations.

● Fine-grain control over „in-algorithm“ data prepration is 
achieved by settings

● There might be other data preparation challenges to 
deal with and which would require:

○ data sampling
○ dimensionality reduction
○ aggregations
○ etc.



Model Training

● Oracle Analytics offers several machine learning 
algorithms for supervised and unsupervised machine 
learning

○ Binary and Multivariate Classification 

○ Regression

○ Clustering

○ Anomaly Detection*

○ Frequent Itemsets & Association Rules*

○ Time Series

● Self-service and guided with limited parametrisation

● Train/test split and evaluation is done automatically

● Additional datasets are created for better explainability

* Requires Oracle Database



OML: things that come very handy

Besides broad choice of algorithms 
and their settings:

● Data stays where it is, in database

● SQL can be used at what it is the 
best

● Automatic data preparation is 
supported out-of-the-box

● Model partitioning allows  building 
several models at the same time



Scoring is done automatically



OML: scoring is done in traditional way – using SQL



Deployment

● In Oracle Analytics, models are 
ready to deploy instantly

● ML models that were created in 
database must be registered with 
Oracle Analytics first



From here on, the steps are the same ... 

Create a new „predictions“ dataset

● Create a new data flow and Apply Model to 
generate a new “predictions“ dataset

● Use „predictions“ dataset in a new workbook

Use scenario „on-the-fly“

● Create a new workbook and add Scenario, 
which is ML model application on-the-fly



End results



AutoML
Bringing machine learning self-service to database (?)

● Automated ML model creation

○ Algorithm selection

○ Adaptive sampling

○ Feature extraction

○ Hyperparameter optimisation

● Basic understanding of machine 
learning process

○ However data (training dataset) 
preparation is required!

● Model registration with Oracle 
Analytics



Final Thoughts

● Oracle Analytics can support business users/analysts by generating 
„good enough“ ML models. For more, in-database OML is required.

● Business users are often prepared to compensate speed of development 
with accuracy of predictions

● AutoML will bring ML in Oracle Analytics even closer to Business users

● ... but still: data needs proper preparation, collected, and the right 
question has to be asked



Enabling the Predictive Enterprise


